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2026 T-5 Capacity Market auction target overview
The 2026 T-5 Polish Capacity Market auction target was published 12/07/2021. The target is too low to ensure that sufficient
capacities are under contract in 2026 to provide security of supply.
The 550 gr rule excludes technologies with emissivity higher than 550 gr/kWh (coal and lignite) from participation in the
Capacity Markets of EU member states from 1st July 2025 onwards. As a result, most coal capacities will have no Capacity
Market support beyond the period 2025-8 (depending on the date and duration of their contract). Due to their low efficiencies
and high ETS prices, these plants will be unable to cover fixed costs. Their closure would create demand for some 16 GW of
new dispatchable capacity in the period 2021-30.

The Capacity Market is the means of procuring the necessary dispatchable capacity. Due to the coal plants‘ exclusion, the
transmission system operator (TSO) must consider forecast plant closures when setting Capacity Market targets. The auctions
take place five years before the delivery date, whereas plant operators must inform the TSO of planned closures only three
years in advance.
Some 9.2 GW (all capacities given are derated) of newbuild capacities have preregistered for the 2026 T-5 auction, including 4
GW of gas, 3.3 GW of DSR and 1.9 GW of batteries. 5 GW of newbuild dispatchable capacities would be sufficient to ensure
security of supply without the need to extend the lifetime of uncontracted coal assets. However, the 7.1 GW Capacity Market
target will procure only 1.6 GW of newbuild capacity should all eligible prequalified existing capacity bid in.
Instead, the low target means that at least 3.3 GW will need to remain in the system beyond the expiry of its Capacity Market
contract to ensure security of supply. Some form of new subsidy mechanism will be required to keep these plants online.

Source: European Commission, Directive on common rules for the internal market of electricity

▪ The 2026 T-5 Capacity Market
target covers a far lower share
of projected residual demand
than historical auctions
▪ 3.3. GW (derated) of
uncontracted coal capacities
will need to stay online to
ensure security of supply
▪ Coal units without Capacity
Market contracts will require
some form of subsidy to cover
fixed costs
▪ Sufficient capacities
prequalified for the auction to
ensure security of supply while
allowing for economic coal
closures
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The 2026 T-5 target is significantly lower than for previous auctions,
despite rising demand for dispatchable capacity
Capacity Market procurement, GW (derated)

2.0

22.4

2021

1.2

550gr rule start
▪ Residual demand is the
difference between total
demand and renewable
generation

1.5

▪ CHPs with production profiles
defined by heat demand
provide some security of supply
while not being counted
towards the Capacity Market

23.0

22.4

2022

2023

21.3

20.6

18.3

2024

2025

2026

81%

78%

70%

Share of residual demand under T-5 contract, %
92%
Peak residual demand

92%

87%

T-1 contracts

T-5 contracts

▪ Residual demand falls slightly in
2026 compared to 2025 as
large offshore wind capacities
enter the market
▪ The T-5 auction target for
2021-3 was around 90% of
peak residual demand, with coal
plants making up most of
procured capcity

▪ The target has since fallen
despite growing demand and
the need to stimulate new
investments in dispatchable
technologies
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The 2026 T-5 auction will procure insufficient capacities to ensure
security of supply unless uncontracted coal remains online
1990s hard coal plant margins in 2026,
PLN/kW (2020)
Wholesale
Margin
Fixed Costs Net Revenue

2026 Capacity Market structure,
GW (derated)

▪ Considering historical
procurement and the capacity
needed to ensure security of
supply, around 23 GW of
derated dispatchable capacity
will be needed in 2026

-203

23.1
1.5
3.3

4.8

7.1
11.2
0.2
2.5

T-1 auctions don‘t
stimulate investments
in new capacities

18.3

5.6
2.8
2026 Contracted
Other

Gas

2026 T-5 Target
Hard Coal

Uncontracted coal

Lignite

Derating factors: gas CCGT 0.9482, coal 0.9176, hydro storage 0.9929, battery 0.9611, DSR 1
Source: PSE

T-1 Target

2026 Capacity Demand

▪ T-1 auctions procure around
1.5 GW historically, mostly DSR

▪ The 550gr rule means that coal
capacities are excluded from
participating in the 2026
auction and coal closures must
be forecast in seeting the target
▪ The T-5 auction target of 7.1
GW will require around 3.3 GW
of derated coal capacities to
remain online once their CM
contracts expire
▪ High ETS prices severely limit
coal running hours, with
wholesale margins unable to
cover fixed costs. The plants
would require subsidies to
remain online
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Sufficient capacities have prequalified to meet capacity demand, but
a low CM target prevents their buildout
Eligible prequalified capacites for 2026 T-5 auction, GW (derated)
▪ 4.8 GW of new capacity would
be sufficient to ensure security
of supply while shutting coal
units which operate at a loss

14.6
3.3
Enough eligible dispatchable
capacity has prequalified for
the 2026 T-5 auction to allow
all uneconomical coal plants to
exit the system

10.4

1.9
New
Capacity

3.3
4.0

The auction will result in a net
increase of 1.6 GW in installed
dispatchable capacity

0.4
2.1
Existing
Capacity

7.1

3.0
Eligible Prequalified Capacity

Missing Capacity

Target

DSR

Target
Battery

Gas

Hydro

▪ Sufficient capacity has
prequalified for the 2026 T-5
auction to meet this demand
▪ Instead, we expect less than 2
GW of newbuild capacities to
be procured as a result of the
low target, including the 700
MW Ostroleka gas plant
▪ Aurora‘s modelling shows that
the following plants become
unprofitable and should close
once their CM contracts expire:
old Jaworzno, Laziska, Siersza,
old Kozienice, Rybnik,
Ostroleka, most units at
Polaniec, some units at
Belchatow (most have contracts
running beyond 2026) and old
Turow
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Coal plants will become uneconomical and should shut the moment
their CM contracts expire
1990s hard coal plant margins (35% efficiency),
PLN/kW (2020)
600

Capacity Market

Wholesale Gross Margin

400

Fixed costs range
200

▪ High ETS prices push most coal
units beyond gas CCGTs in the
merit order, further reducing
wholesale margins

0
1980s lignite plant margins (34% efficiency),
PLN/kW (2020)

Fixed costs range

600

400

200

0

▪ The buildout of renewable
capacities, first through the
delivery of auctioned projects
and later through merchant
investments, reduces the
running hours of coal plants

2021

2023

Source: Aurora Energy Research

2025

2027

2029

2031

2033

2035

▪ Depending on fixed costs and
contracted capacities, plants
risk being forced to operate at a
loss even with capacity
payments, while also needing to
meet the cost of BREF
refurbishment
▪ The 2026 Capacity Market
assumes at least 3.3 GW of
hard coal and lignite will remain
in the system while making
large losses
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About Aurora and our service offerings

Aurora provides data-driven intelligence for the global energy
transformation
United
States

Power markets

4 Offices
Oxford | Berlin | Sydney | Austin

Renewables
Europe

180+

Storage

market experts

Electric vehicles
Hydrogen
Carbon

350+

H2

subscribing companies

Asia
Pacific

CO2

100+

Natural gas

transactions supported in 2020
Regular detailed coverage

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Analytics on demand
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About Aurora and our service offerings

Aurora brings a sophisticated approach to the provision
of analysis and insight to the energy industry
Research & Publications

Software as a Service

▪ Industry-standard market outlook reports and
price forecasts for power and gas markets

▪ Cloud-based tools for quick, accurate,
asset- and site-specific valuations
using Aurora’s trusted forecasts

▪ Read and constantly
challenged by over 350+
subscribers from all
industry sectors

▪ First-of-a-kind wind tool launched in
2019 and already widely adopted in
GB, Germany, France, Iberia, Poland
and Australia

Models
& Data

▪ Bespoke analysis, drawing
upon our models and data

Models & Data

▪ Trusted advice for all major
market participants proven in
400+ projects: transaction support,
valuations, strategy & policy engagement

▪ Market-leading long-term
models for power, gas,
carbon, oil and coal markets

Commissioned Projects

Source: Aurora Energy Research

▪ Continuous model improvements
through client feedback
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Service offering

We offer Power Market Intelligence Services across key markets and
add-ons for renewables and flexibility
Power market

Renewable power

Flexible and distributed power

GB Power Market Service

GB Renewables Service

GB Distributed & Flexible Energy Service

Ireland Power & Renewables Market Service
German Power Market Service

Gas market

H2 market

Ireland Flexibility Service

German Renewables Service

French Power & Renewables Market Service
Dutch Power & Renewables Market Service

North-West European
FCR Forecast

Belgian Power & Renewables Market Forecasts

European
Gas Market
Service

Iberian Power & Renewables Market Service
Italian Power & Renewables Market Service

Hydrogen
Market
Service

Nordics Power & Renewables Market Service
Polish Power & Renewables Market Service
Romanian Power & Renewables Market Forecasts

Bulgarian Power & Renewables Market Forecasts
Greek Power & Renewables Market Forecasts
ERCOT Power & Renewables Market Service
Australian Power & Renewables Market Service

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Australian Flexibility Service
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Details and
disclaimer
Prepared by
Grzegorz Walkowski
(grzegorz.walkowski@auroraer.com)
Filip Piasecki
(filip.piasecki@auroraer.com)

General Disclaimer
This document is provided "as is" for your information only and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
given by Aurora Energy Research Limited and its subsidiaries Aurora Energy Research GmbH and Aurora Energy
Research Pty Ltd (together, "Aurora"), their directors, employees agents or affiliates (together, Aurora’s "Associates") as
to its accuracy, reliability or completeness. Aurora and its Associates assume no responsibility, and accept no liability
for, any loss arising out of your use of this document. This document is not to be relied upon for any purpose or used
in substitution for your own independent investigations and sound judgment. The information contained in this
document reflects our beliefs, assumptions, intentions and expectations as of the date of this document and is subject
to change. Aurora assumes no obligation, and does not intend, to update this information.
Forward-looking statements
This document contains forward-looking statements and information, which reflect Aurora’s current view with respect
to future events and financial performance. When used in this document, the words "believes", "expects", "plans",
"may", "will", "would", "could", "should", "anticipates", "estimates", "project", "intend" or "outlook" or other variations of
these words or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual
results may differ materially from the expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements as a result
of known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Known risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to: risks
associated with political events in Europe and elsewhere, contractual risks, creditworthiness of customers, performance
of suppliers and management of plant and personnel; risk associated with financial factors such as volatility in
exchange rates, increases in interest rates, restrictions on access to capital, and swings in global financial markets; risks
associated with domestic and foreign government regulation, including export controls and economic sanctions; and
other risks, including litigation. The foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive.

Copyright
This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright
material of Aurora, unless otherwise stated.
This document is confidential and it may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or in any way used for commercial
purposes without the prior written consent of Aurora.
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